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However, it is suggested that changes in law and social policy are most 
likely to be achieved where litigation is part of a broader campaign for 
change, alongside activism from civil society, human rights bodies, 
and refugees and migrants themselves.

Strategic Litigation to Vindicate the 
Rights of Refugees and Migrants: Pyrrhic 

Perils and Painstaking Progress
Cathryn Costello*

Introduction
This contribution considers strategic litigation taken to vindicate the 
rights of asylum-seekers, refugees and migrants. Strategic litigation 
refers to 

…a form of public interest litigation where a case is pursued 
on behalf of an applicant or group of applicants, with a view to 
achieving a law reform goal beyond the individual case. While 
legal ethics dictate that the clients’ interests are paramount 
in litigation, strategic litigation seeks an additional social or 
political impact beyond the remedy sought by the individual.55

As non-citizens, refugees and migrants are usually un-enfranchised 
in the political communities to which they move or seek to move. 
As outsiders to the political process, they cannot rely on majoritarian 
political institutions to protect their rights. Their rights are also often 
obscured by the basic assumption that states have a wide discretion 
to control entry to their territory. This statist migration control 
assumption is often invoked to mask human rights violations, and 
to undermine the rule of law. In this context, it is tempting to look 
to human rights law as a secure source of protection for the rights of 
refugees and migrants. The basic human dignity and equality that 
underpins human rights law means that many forms of migration 
control are amenable to challenge if they violate human rights.

* Andrew W Mellon Associate Professor in International Human Rights and 
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However, human rights bodies and courts often defer to the right 
of states to control their borders.56 So, while human rights law is 
important, it offers no panaceas for refugees and migrants. Moreover, 
litigation has inherent limits. Winning in court depends on who 
brings the cases, the persuasiveness of their arguments, and in turn 
the receptiveness of judges. Even if cases go the “right” way, there 
is no guarantee that rulings will be implemented in a fulsome way. 
They may be undermined politically in the implementation process. 
In some national systems, courts are subject to legislative override, 
so must tailor their rulings accordingly. In other contexts, such as 
where EU law is at issue, or where bills of rights provide for strong 
judicial review, courts may be in a stronger position. But irrespective 
of their formal constitutional position, courts depend on politics for 
the implementation of rulings.

Accordingly, strategic litigation comes with risks. Losing is always a 
risk, and the litigant herself gains nothing. Some losses also come 
as a political set-back. If a court upholds a rights-restrictive policy, 
that may be seen to confer legitimacy on it. Sometimes, wins may 
mask losses, as there is no guarantee that progressive rulings will 
be implemented in a manner that is faithful to their ethos. For 
organisations and individuals engaging in strategic litigation, all these 
potential risks ought to be carefully considered. There is now a rich 
social scientific literature on strategic litigation in the human rights 
field,57 which those engaged in strategic litigation would do well to 
consult.

This contribution examines three different strategic litigation sagas, 
and distils some general observations from them. They concern three 
distinct issues – access to asylum, detention of asylum-seekers and the 
integrity of the asylum process. This short contribution cannot do 
justice to this potentially vast topic, and my selection does not claim 
to be comprehensive. I have selected some cases that broke important 
new legal ground. Success took great and long-standing efforts.

1. Courting Access to Asylum58

Considering access to asylum, it has been acknowledged for the 
past decades that there are few, if any, legal routes to asylum for 
refugees who seek protection in the Global North, particularly in 
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EU Member States. While there may be some limited humanitarian 
admission programmes and formal resettlement for small numbers 
of refugees, in general, would-be asylum-seekers have to enter the 
EU illegally. Visas and carrier sanctions are just two of the many 
forms of extraterritorial border controls used by states in the Global 
North to stop refugees reaching their shores. Some of these border 
control practices are currently legal, others are not. But, in general, 
policies that prevent refugees from arriving allow states to avoid their 
responsibilities to refugees. Once refugees reach the territory of a 
state, in particular liberal-democratic states that respect the rule of 
law, at least their basic right to non-refoulement must be respected, 
requiring an examination of protection needs. However, if that arrival 
can be prevented, responsibility is avoided. Strategic litigation comes 
in as a way of asserting legal accountability over extraterritorial border 
control practices.

One of the main barriers to access to asylum is the lack of a specific 
visa for claiming asylum. Such a visa can easily be created, but states 
generally choose not to issue such visas.59 If asylum-seekers do not 
have visas, then they cannot board regular flights and ferries due to 
carrier sanctions. It is difficult, but not impossible, to establish legal 
obligations on embassies to consider protection needs of those who 
apply for visas.60 As well as visa processing, another common form of 
extraterritorial border control are juxtaposed border controls, when 
officials from a country of destination are posted to airports and 
ports in third countries. A further practice is maritime push-backs, 
in particular, in international waters and in the territorial waters of 
third countries.

On juxtaposed controls, the case of R v Immigration Officer at Prague 
Airport61 is illustrative. This case concerned a UK immigration control 
pre-clearance procedure at Prague airport. A policy was in place to 
refuse entry if UK immigration officers concluded that a would-be 
passenger was likely to claim asylum once she arrived in the UK. 
The Roma Rights NGO gathered data to demonstrate the racially 
discriminatory fashion in which the border controls in Prague Airport 
were being conducted, and brought a legal challenge in the UK 
courts. This case failed as a refugee case, but succeeded in establishing 
that equality guarantees had been violated. The United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) had intervened in the case 
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(the intervention was penned by Professor Guy S Goodwin-Gill of 
the University of Oxford), arguing that the controls were not a good 
faith application of the Refugee Convention,62 but this argument was 
rejected.

On interdiction at sea and migrant push-backs, the leading case is Hirsi 
Jamaa v Italy.63 The case concerned Italy’s practice of interdicting and 
returning irregular migrants in international waters, and returning 
them to Italy, pursuant to an Italy-Libya agreement. The Italian 
authorities intercepted a boatful of migrants at sea in international 
waters, took them on board and brought them back to Libya. The 
European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) held that, although 
Italy had been acting extraterritorially, its actions were nonetheless 
within its “jurisdiction”, as it had exercised effective control over 
the persons in question. On the substance, it held that returning the 
applicants to Libya without examining their case exposed them to a 
risk of inhuman and degrading treatment, in violation of Art 3 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). Italy was also in 
violation of the prohibition of collective expulsions under Art 4 of 
Protocol 4. As a strategic case, Hirsi was challenging. The difficulties 
faced by the Italian lawyers were considerable. After all, the applicants 
had been returned to Libya, without ever having landed on Italian 
soil. The ECtHR had deemed a similar previous case inadmissible, as 
the lawyers could not demonstrate that they had proper authority to 
bring the case.64

These cases illustrate a gradual expansion of legal accountability over 
extraterritorial border control practices. Hirsi contrasts sharply with the 
US Supreme Court ruling in Sale, where push-backs were permitted.65 
The cases have established that some forms of extraterritorial acts will 
trigger the human rights obligations of the state in question, but many 
forms of cooperation still escape legal scrutiny. To illustrate, while 
European states would be held accountable for directly returning 
migrants to Libya, paying the Libyan authorities to prevent migrants 
leaving would not obviously involve an exercise of “jurisdiction” on 
the part of European States. This is not to suggest there is no way to 
establish state responsibility, but merely that other legal avenues must 
be sought other than via human rights courts.66
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2. Detaining Asylum Seekers67

In light of the access barriers sketched in the previous section, when 
asylum-seekers arrive in Europe, they tend to do so irregularly. This 
places them at risk of detention, in spite of the provisions of Art 31 
of the Refugee Convention, under which refugees should generally 
not be penalised for their illegal entry.68 Strategic litigation around 
detention of asylum-seekers, particularly in the UK, shows some of 
the pitfalls of losing significant cases early. When the UK introduced 
a fast-track detention process for some asylum-seekers, it was quickly 
challenged in the domestic courts. Unfortunately, Strasbourg upheld 
the detention practice in Saadi v United Kingdom.69 Thereafter, 
the detention practices expanded greatly, so much more domestic 
litigation was required to demonstrate its illegality.

Prior to Saadi v United Kingdom,70 the ECtHR had mainly considered 
pre-deportation detention under Art 5(1)(f) ECHR,71 and not 
detention “to prevent unauthorised entry”. Asylum-seekers cannot be 
deemed to be in “pre-deportation detention” until their legal status 
is determined. So the question was whether they could be treated as 
“unauthorised entrants”. There were many interveners in the case, 
including the UNHCR, who argued for a very limited detention 
power. However, the ECtHR gave a ruling that established in principle 
a broad power to detain, and deemed administrative convenience an 
acceptable aim of detention. It also held that asylum-seekers were 
“unauthorised entrants” until the state decided otherwise. This power 
was not carte blanche, and a range of caveats was established to ensure 
the detention was not arbitrary, going to its duration, place and 
conditions. There was a powerful dissent, and the case was generally 
criticised for failing to vindicate the right to liberty.

In the following years, the UK detained fast-track system expanded 
in terms of its capacity and application, and has become synonymous 
with the rejection of asylum claims, and harsh conditions. A small 
NGO, Detention Action, continued to challenge both the procedural 
implications of the detained fast-track, and its basis in law. It 
took three years of litigation, a dozen hearings, and two Court of 
Appeal rulings, but ultimately both the procedural fairness and the 
legal basis of the detained fast-track were found lacking.72 The two 
Court of Appeal rulings went to the fairness and the legal basis of 
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the detention. Immediately thereafter, it was feared that the ruling 
would be a pyrrhic victory, and that a new detained fast-track would 
be introduced on a clearer statutory footing, but it now appears that 
the practice will end.73

The application to Strasbourg in Saadi v UK should perhaps not have 
been made at the time it was. The detention in question was for a 
short period, and at that point in time, the UK Government’s claims 
about the administrative utility of the detained fast-track seemed 
plausible (if not demonstrative of the necessity of the practice). By 
taking the Strasbourg case prematurely, the ECHR ruling gave wide 
leeway to detain asylum-seekers. It then fell to the domestic courts 
in the UK applying domestic administrative law principles to check 
the practice of detention on arrival, which expanded greatly in the 
intervening years.

3. Restoring the Integrity of the Asylum System 
Canada’s asylum system had long been commended for its high 
quality adjudication. However, the Conservative government of 
Stephen Harper had adopted many European-style policies to limit 
access to asylum, and “deter” asylum-seekers from certain countries.

A trio of cases represents a concerted effort to root out the restrictive 
practices, using the Canadian Charter and international refugee law to 
challenge the restrictive legislation. The cases concerned limitations on 
access to health-care for asylum-seekers (Canadian Doctors for Refugee 
Care v Canada)74; a system of “designated countries of origin” which 
limited the procedural rights of asylum-seekers from certain countries 
(YZ and the Canadian Association of Refugee Lawyers v Minister for 
Citizenship and Immigration)75; and a challenge to anti-smuggling 
laws which were alleged to be overbroad, in that they prohibited 
assistance by family members and humanitarian organisations to 
those who sought to enter Canada to seek refuge (R v Appulonappa).76

Space precludes a detailed examination of the cases, but suffice 
to note that the Canadian Charter’s human rights and equality 
guarantees were interpreted to protect asylum-seekers from harsh 
and discriminatory treatment. On the smuggling prohibition, the 
Supreme Court of Canada held that the legislation was overbroad, and 
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that it ought to be interpreted to permit a humanitarian exception. 
All of the cases were supported by public interest litigants, and in the 
Canadian Doctors case, the Canadian medical profession had staged 
industrial action to protest against the new laws. The Federal Court 
ruled that the government intentionally targeted poor and vulnerable 
refugees and refugee claimants “for the express purpose of inflicting 
predictable and preventable physical and psychological suffering on 
many of those seeking the protection of Canada”.77 Two of the cases 
were likely to be appealed, were it not for the change of government. 
The Liberal government of Justin Trudeau has not sought to appeal 
against these rights-protective rulings. In addition, his government 
is making good on an election promise to resettle 25,000 Syrian 
refugees.

Conclusion
Perhaps the selection of cases has been somewhat eclectic, but my aim 
was to illustrate some of the perils, as well as progressive potential, of 
strategic litigation on refugee rights. Some state practices are difficult 
to bring to the attention of courts. When states act extraterritorially, 
or in concert with other states, it takes great efforts to even gather the 
requisite evidence to bring cases to court. An NGO that specialises 
in strategic litigation78 brought the Roma Rights case, while Professor 
Andrea Saccucci, renowned human rights law specialist practitioner 
and academic, represented Hirsi et al.79 Without such institutional or 
professional support beyond the norm, such cases would never come 
to court. Most migrants and refugees excluded by extraterritorial 
practices would not have the resources or opportunity to challenge 
their exclusion. Few individual litigants would have the tenacity, 
strategic vision or resources to bring such cases to court. The cases 
made important clarifications of principle, but in practice, asylum-
seekers still have few if any legal means to access asylum. There is 
much further work to be done on this front, both in political and 
legal fora.

Bringing the wrong case, and losing, has high costs, as Saadi v UK 
illustrates. By clarifying the scope of Art 5 ECHR prematurely, 
detention of asylum-seekers on arrival was normalised. It took a 
small, tenacious British NGO a decade more to demonstrate the legal 
shortcomings of the detained fast-track. But Saadi v UK remains the 
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leading Strasbourg ruling, creating, in my view, far too great a leeway 
for detention.

My contribution concludes with the Canadian cases, as they represent 
strong rulings on equality and dignity for asylum-seekers. The 
Canadian courts have deemed unconstitutional the sorts of practices 
that have regrettably been normalised in Europe. The Canadian 
Charter has some particular features that may help explain the rulings, 
in particular its robust equality guarantee. But also noteworthy is the 
strong role of public interest litigants and interventions in the cases, 
and the civil society campaigns that supported the litigation. Strategic 
litigation does not take place in a vacuum, and the political winds 
were also blowing in a more refugee-friendly direction in the wake of 
the rulings.

All in all, the cases I have described illustrate some of the potential 
and the pitfalls of strategic litigation on refugee and migrant rights. 
The costs of failure may be high, but in a context where human rights 
violations are normalised, legal challenges remain a powerful force.
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